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Paradox Interactive Company of Heroes 2 is a tactical-heavy world War II real-time PC strategy game that focuses on unity-based tactics in battles in the Eastern Front theater. Despite the small group of armies you will command, the game allows you to focus more on controlled management that is methodical and provides a personalized gaming experience. Each type of controllable unit in Company of
Heroes 2 has an associated construction cost and recruitment time with a range of varied combat skills; You will want to assess the battlefield, weather conditions, and your enemies carefully before making a move. You will aim to move your soldiers to hurry capture points and increase the flow or resources while collecting near campfires to beat frostbite or bunkering in a building for cover, all in the hope
that no one throws you out with a flamethrower or grenade. The game is based on its legendary predecessor with a line of view feature, a system that better emulates the visibility of troops in real combat, so you will have to consider the vision of your units in order to anticipate the forces of entry, as well as accounting for the sight of your enemies. Scuffle Men of War: Assault Squad 2 for PC focuses on a
more team-based style management game with tactical maneuvers as opposed to full-blown, large-scale warfare. The complicated detail of the game makes for a real-time strategy experience where nothing is on the table and variables come in the form of everything from unit inventory systems to the dynamic tank arsenal. There is no basic building in Men of War: Assault Squad 2, instead, you will be
responsible for managing around 250 different vehicles and 200 unique soldier types, each with their own equipment packages, strengths, and weaknesses. You will control teams (teams of eight men, unique snipers, or armored escorts) that either protect or attack various targets while diving into trenches, running through buildings, and securing pillboxes. Aside from its versatility, the presentation of Men
of War: Assault Squad 2 is found in its eaful of sound and visual effects, capturing the chaos of constant gunfire, collapsing buildings, steel clanging, and the screams of your soldiers. The War Order covers the last year of World War II, giving you the option to push back the Axis of Evil to France or to play as the German army to try to defeat the Soviets in the East. The strategy game works on a large
scale, offering an over-the-head view of the war zone, but allowing cinematic angles, so you can get close and personal to see every moment of the action. The massive playing field of the Order of War is a for the eye, having to operate a dynamic camera overlooking vast and detailed terrain and pastures from a bird's eye view as you carry massive armies to make your bidding. You can command a force
of several types of units containing up to 1,000 soldiers, tanks, artillery, aircraft, and more while executing strategic attacks based on operations over time. A striking orchestra builds the ambience of imminent destruction while baiting a squadron of enemy tanks for a frontal attack while preparing the ambush with a strategic offense flanks in order to capture command points and push your army to victory. If
you're up for a challenge, Hearts of Iron IV offers a complex World War II real-time strategy game that can take several hours to master, but make you feel like a general genius. You will be in charge of millions of people, hundreds of factories, and dozens of battles around the world (all at the micro level), which may require you to study on the game's Wikipedia articles to get an understanding about the
game. Hearts of Iron IV is developed with huge comprehensive scenarios based on an ingeniously detailed strategic simulation that covers every aspect of World War II. The world map in the game consists of 11,000 provinces, maritime regions and air zones, each with its own climates, terrain, day-night cycle and supply lines that have visible effects on decision-making, movement and combat. You will
focus mainly on logistics and control over resources as you balance the needs of the military in special areas, deal with politics, manage factories and lead the world in any direction (there are also alternative histories, including a Germany that never goes to war, America invading Canada or even a communist takeover in Japan). Combat Mission Anthology is a collection of the Combat Mission series, realtime strategy games that provide a blend of the genre using a turn-based system. Despite its slower and deeper gameplay, the series gives you a more focused sense of the decision-making process of fighting with comfortable silences between them. The gameplay of Mission Battle games are separated into a planning and execution phases where you first give orders to reinforced platoons and battalions
and then witness the conflicts that come as a result of the given orders. All the while this is happening, you have to take into account the morale and leadership given to the soldiers, taking into their statutes to see if they are OK, routed, tired, and more while keeping an eye out for the soldiers who cower in fear and become permanently affected by the choices they make. Cleverly titled RUSE makes you
several decisions covering several strategies, including developing ruses: deceptive tactics to unleash on your enemies. You will have the chance to pull out creative misdirections that vary up gameplay, including setting up bait tanks (just like the allies did in WW2), acceleration units, spy on enemies to get information, and cause as much deception as possible while shouting the enemy's guess. RUSE is
set during World War II in European theater with selectable nations, including the US, UK, Germany, USSR, Italy and France, and each has its own specific units, strengths and trends. Players can jump into the main campaign mode that offers 23 different missions or throw Brawl modes to fight the enemy AI. RUSE shines with its creativity in battle, allowing for several combinations of difficult attacks that
operate in unison (such as organizing a false invasion while throwing paratroopers behind enemy lines). Front War: Turning Point is a large-scale strategy game that provides an alternative history where Hitler dies early and world powers get their hands on experimental technologies. You'll get to use everything from historic real-world Sherman M4 tanks to more futuristic weapons, such as exoskeleton
mechs, jetpack infantry, freeze rays, and shield generators. War Front: Turning Point resembles the traditional aspect of the user interface of real-time strategy games, would be Command &amp; Conquer and follows the familiar formula of resource collection, construction of different types of buildings, research of new prototypes and swarm of enemies with the appropriate unit type. The game's main
campaign mode has both primary and secondary goals that intertwine with other missions, offering unlimited amounts of strategic choices that you can make to get the job done. You will even be able to jump in a skirmishes mode that is based on drive and allows you to engage up to nine different AI in different game types while modifying properties including time of day, weather, army limit, starting points,
resources, and more. Although code name: Panzers, Phase Two has three different types of units, including infantry and artillery, its main and fun focus is its extensive tank warfare. WW2 RTS game has a real-time feel to it with several solutions for each of its missions that send you into uncharted territory, including the dusty dunes of the Sahara. The detail in Code Name: Panzers, Phase Two covers
aspects not only of the orders you give, but also the management that comes with each action. Codename: Panzers, Phase Two will make you move strategically and position your units to execute surprise attacks and flanks, while also task you with maintenance, such as repairing armor and replenishing ammunition. The more experienced the surviving units become, the more chances you will have to
update them, turning your beginners into elite tank teams and placing them in more powerful tanks, making them more reliable and lethal. Despite intense research by historians, there is – and never will be – a definitive list of victims inflicted during the First World War. Where detailed evidence has been tried, requests for combat have undermined it. The destructive nature of the war, a conflict in which
soldiers could be completely destroyed or instantly buried, destroyed both the records and the memories of those who knew the fate of their comrades. many countries, estimated figures vary only in hundreds, even tens, thousands, but those of others - especially France - can be over a million apart. Therefore, the numbers given here have been rounded to the nearest thousand (Japan is an exception,
given the low number). low). figures in this respect, and almost every other list, will differ; however, the proportions should remain similar and these (represented here as percentages) that allow the greatest understanding. In addition, there is no convention as to whether the dead and wounded of the British empire are listed under this title umbrella or individual nation (and there is certainly no convention for
those regions that have divided since then). Many people expect that the death and wounds of the First World War came from bullets, that the soldiers were engaged in combat: taxes in the country no man, fights over trenches, etc. However, while the bullets have certainly killed a lot of people, it was the aerial artillery that killed the most. This death from the sky could bury people or just blow a limb off, and
repeated hammers of millions of disease-induced shells, even when the shrapnel didn't hit. This devastating killer, who could kill you while you were on your territory away from enemy troops, was filled with new weapons: mankind lived up to its horrible reputation by deciding that new methods of killing were needed, and poisonous gas was introduced on both the western and eastern fronts. This didn't kill
as many people as you might think, given the way we remember it, but those you killed died a painful and hideous death. Some say that the death toll in World War I is used today as an emotional weapon used to throw conflict in extremely negative terms, part of modern revisionism over war, which can be a completely dishonest way of describing conflict. One look at the list below, with millions dead, over
a war for imperial control, is to tell evidence. The vast and scarred psychological effects of those who have been injured, or those who have not carried physical wounds (and do not appear in the list below), but suffered emotional wounds, must also be born in the mind when considering the human cost of this conflict. A generation has been damaged. As for Africa, the figure of 55,000 refers to soldiers who
have seen battles; the number of Africans involved as auxiliary or otherwise is likely to include several hundred thousand. The troops were fired from Nigeria, Gambia, Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, Sierra Leone, Uganda, Nyasaland/Malawi, Kenya and the Gold Coast. The figures for South Africa are presented separately. In the Caribbean, the British regiment in the West Indies attracted people from all over the
region, including Barbados, the Bahamas, Honduras, Grenada, Guyana, Leeward Islands, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago; most of it came from Jamaica. The figures are quoted from The Longman Companion to the First World War (Colin Nicholson, Longman 2001, pg. 248); they have been rounded to the nearest thousand. All the percentages are mine; they refer to % of Mobilized.
Country mobilized killed wounded Total K and W Victims Africa 55,000 10,000 unknown unknown - Australia 330,000 59,000 152,000 211.0 00 64% Austro-Hungary 6,500,000 1,200,000 3,620,000 4,820,000 74% Belgium 13,000 44,000 57,000 28% Bulgaria 400,000 101,000 153,000 254,000 64% Canada 620,000 67,000 173,000 241,000 39% The Caribbean 21,000 1,000 3,000 4.000 000 19% French
Empire 7,500,000 1,385,000 4,266,000 5,651,000 75% Germany 11,000,000 1,718,000 4,234,000 5,952,000 54% Great Britain 5,397,000 703,000 1,663,000 2,367,000 44% Greece 230,000 5,000 21,000 26,000 11% India 1,500,000 43,000 65,000 108,000 7% Italy 5,500,000 460,000 9 47,000 1.407,000 26% Japan 800,000 250 1,000 1,250 0.2% Montenegro 50,000 3,000 10,000 13,000 26% New
Zealand 110,000 18,000 55,000 73,000 66% Portugal 100,000 7,000 15,000 22,000 22% Romania 750,000 200,000 120,000 320,000 4 3% Russia 12,000,000 1,700,000 4,950,000 6,650,000 55% Serbia 707,000 128,000 13 3,000 261,000 37% South Africa 149,000 7,000 12,000 19,000 13% Turkey 1,600,000 33
6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,000 400,000 736,000 46% U.S. 4,272,500 117,000 204,000 321,000 8% Broadberry, Stephen and Mark Harrison (eds). Economy of World War I. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005.Offer, Avner. World War I: an agrarian interpretation. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991.Hall, George J.
Exchange and Loss Rates during World War I. Journal of Monetary Economics 51.8 (2004): 1711–42. Print.Hoeffler D. F., and L. J. Melton. Changes in the distribution of world war i losses through the Vietnam conflict. Military Medicine 146.11 (1981). 776–779. Keegan, John. War. New York: Vintage Books, 1998.Nicholson, Colin. Longman Companion of World War I: Europe 1914–1918. Routledge, 2014.
Winter, J.M. The lost generation of the First World War in Britain. Population studies 31.3 (1977): 449–66. Print. Print.
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